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General Approach
(Some Early Thoughts about the Senior Review)

• Demonstrate that Hubble is at the peak of its capabilities.
• Show that it is healthy and is likely to last another 5 or 10
years.
• Use metrics to demonstrate that Hubble is continuing to
produce great science.
• Show that we are continually looking for ways to
maximize science from Hubble.

Various Metrics we Track
• Proposal statistics (oversubscription ~9, as high as it has ever been).
• Citations/paper are as high or higher than other missions.
• Paper statistics – still rising (this will be the focus of much of this
discussion).
• Archival science continues to increase.
• Education (e.g., number of students supported)
• Davidson statistics (Hubble dominates the Science News metrics)
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HST Oversubscription Rates
• GO oversubscription (time, proposals) in Cycle 18 is at an
all-time high

Note: Cycle 7N was a special call for NICMOS proposals prior to
cryogen exhaustion.
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The number of citations
per paper is higher for
Hubble data than typical
papers.
Here are some numbers
based on MAST missions.
Note that this is a Log scale.

Increasing HST Publication Rates
•
•
•

9424 papers based on HST data (1991-2010), 719 papers in 2010
Archival research is a growing source of HST science productivity
An important question is whether this will continue to rise (e.g., due
to inclusion of WFC3 and COS) or remain flat.
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“Totally Archival” means that the
paper uses only HST datasets that
were not proposed by the authors.
“Partially Archival” means that the
paper uses some HST datasets that
were proposed by the authors and
some that were not.

incomplete
statistics
before 1998

“Guest Observer” means that the
paper uses only HST datasets that
were proposed by the authors.
“Not Assigned” means that the
paper does not fit neatly into one of
the above categories.
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HST Authorship is Growing

Number of Authors

– Reflects great interest in Hubble data
– Reflects increasing size of Hubble collaborations
– In 2010, there were 3192 Hubble authors (639 unique)

Year
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HST Archival Data are in High Demand
•
•

HST archive is ~48 TB (end of 2010)
HST archive retrievals doubled after Servicing Mission 4

>10,000 registered
archive users
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HST is NASA’s Highest Science
Impact Mission in the News Media
•

2010 Davidson Science News Metric
– Independent measure of science impact in the news media
– HST impact continues to increase, and shows no sign of leveling off
Cumulative Contributions of the 10 Most Productive NASA Programs
(1973-2010)
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A Specific Case – Publication Statistics

A Closer Look at Paper Statistics
We break the proposals
into the following subsets:
Treasury (blue)
Large (orange)

GOODS !

random GO (green)
and by
Early (dashed)
Later (solid)
6/15 “Recent GO”
have 0 papers
after 5 years

5/15 “Early GO”
have 0 papers
after 5 years

We normalize by the
number of orbits and plot
the mean profiles.
Tentative conclusions:
1. GOODS is doing
something right ! (are
large numbers due to
catalog or images?)
2. There may be a trend
of fewer papers for
recent projects.
3. The dispersion from
highest to lowest is
quite large
4. It appears that Large
projects underperform
relative to Treasury
and GO.

A Closer Look at Paper Statistics

The Data Base
Treasury - recent

Treasury - early

-

Large - recent

Large - early
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Large-Early
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The TALL page:
We maintain what we call
the “TALL” page, which
provides a focal point for
finding treasury and large
proposals, and the papers
they have written, and also
provides an incentive for
getting papers out in a
timely manner.
The TAC is informed of
this page as part of their
instruction.
Does it make sense to do
something similar for other
types of proposals?

http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/tall.html

The Tall Page – Treasury Proposals

Summary
TBD

-

Caveats
As with all uses of paper and citation statistics, one needs to keep in
mind that there are various reasons for the large spread. For example:
1. People’s publication record.
2. Field of study (e.g., size of the audience – cosmology vs. planets)
3. PI vs. Archival value – A certain data set might only be interesting to
specialist rather than many people (e.g., stellar templates vs GOODS)
4. High Risk – Sometimes a high risk/high payoff observations will not
pan out and there is nothing to write a paper about.
The idea might be to provide a gentle incentive to both reward people
with better publication records via the TAC process, and encourage
people to publish their Hubble results in a timely manner.
For example, we might develop a “TALL” page for all proposals which
the TAC could consider when discussing “tie breakers” in the grey area.

A Conscious Attempt to Keep Paper Statistics High
An Example: WFC3 SOC Early Release Science - Paper Progress
******************************************************
*WFC3 SCIENTIFIC OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE*
Group Paper Progress
******************************************************
July 2010 Jan 2011 Mar 2011
I
Accepted
6
10
13
II
Submitted
4
6
3
III In Circulation/ Review
6
1
3
IV Papers in Preparation
33
33
37
V AAS Abstracts
22
31
31
VI "Other authors"
8 (+ 13 from above = 21 total)
============================================
(I)
*Accepted/Published*
"Progressive star formation in the young galactic super star cluster NGC
3603," G. Beccari et al., 2010, ApJ, 720, 1108 (4 citations)
"The Luminosity, Mass, and Age Distribution of Compact Star Clusters in
M83 based on HST/WFC3 Observations," R. Chandar et al., 2010, ApJ,
719, 966 (13 citations) …

Another Example: COS Science Team GTO Published Papers
Published Refereed Articles:
Non-refereed Publications:

2009 2010 2011
2
15
24
3
48
64

Final Thoughts and Questions
1. Are the number of papers likely to go down due to the larger
percentage of large and treasury proposals?
- Based on our quick look, the number of papers/orbit are about the same for
Treasury and GOs, so hopefully no, but we will monitor.

- The large programs appear to underperform. We need to try to understand why
(proprietary period ? – fewer “High Level Science Products” ? – smaller
budgets ? …)

2. Are there other ideas to explore, for example:
- In the TAC process (Key Projects, “GRISM UDF”, …)
- Archives (e.g., an ALL-HST-SKY catalog, …).

3. What are the main bottlenecks in your ability to get papers out
quickly (and what can STScI do to help).

